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This is the stuff they don't want us to see. Please share this information

with everyone you know.

(Warning, some of these pictures are gruesome at first glance. I assure

you though that the blood and gore is all fake, I can prove it simply by

informed medical observation.)

I've studied and graduated EMT-B certification with the state of Oregon.

I've been on calls with heavy arterial bleeds, internal bleeding,

fatalities, doa's. I am speaking from direct personal experience with

severe trauma.

Here is a telling photograph of the amputee actor. I encourage readers

to view the photo side by side with my analysis.

http://www.kaotic.com/media/pictures...42b556ee65.jpg

If you loose both your legs from explosive trauma half your blood is

gone in one minute via the femoral arteries, youre dead after two.

Bleeding out is worse with blunt force trauma (like shrapnel) because

flesh is torn rather than cut, exposing more arterial and vascular tissue.

The human body holds 5 to 6 LITERS of blood. If that really happened

you would see blood EVERYWHERE, the guy would be drenched in it.

You would also see what's called arterial spurtting from the injury. Most

likely he would vomit after turning ghost white from shock, then turning

delirious or passing out. As for the "tourniquet"...

Its not even tied off, its suspended via gravity, which would literally do

nothing to an arterial sever. There's no pressure applied. There's no

knott with a turn stick for leverage. You can clearly see a gap in the

nonexistent wrap job on his left inner thigh (left anterior proximal for

you experts) His hands have no blood on them. There's no blood on the

ground. The color in his hands and lips shows good circulation.
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This is an actor. This is staged. How did they pull it off though? I can

show you.

Here in frame six on the left we see the the man with a hood setting up

the fake leg wound prosthetics. His attention and hands are right there.

The woman is acting as a shield covering what's happening.

Frame 6

Here in frame eight the prosthetics are in place. Amidst all this chaos

seconds after the explosion the hooded man takes the time to put on his

sunglasses which is a signal.

Frame 8
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Here in frame nine with sunglasses now on the hooded man and the

woman make eye contact, signal received.

Frame 9
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In frame eleven after recieving the go signal the woman makes an open

hand gesture the direction both of them are looking, signaling the

staged injuries are in place for cameras. The prone amputee raises his

left prosthetic injury into the air over the woman's shoulder. No blood is

present. The bone is dry, no blood on his leg above the knee, no blood

on the woman, no arterial spurt, nothing.

Frame 11
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Here in frame fourteen the woman turns her head right but is still

holding up that open palm signal with her left hand. The hooded man

again busies himself pouring fake blood on the pavement behind the

woman. The amputee has both fake injuries in the air now. There is still

no blood on his legs, his skin above the injury is clean and dry.

Frame 14
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Frame twenty, the fake blood and prosthetics are in place. The amputee

gives an open hand gesture along with the woman to bring the cameras

in. We're now twenty frames in and still not a drop of fresh blood from a

double leg amputation. His legs are dry, the woman is dry and

unscathed. Both are making the same hand gesture.

Frame 20
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These are actors. This is staged. It was flash powder. There was no crock

pot nail bomb. There are no bombers, only patsy. If your looking for a

gunman look at the Army in the streets of Boston. Share this knowledge

with everyone.

ATS

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 07:41 AM
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can you circle the details for us. don't think my eye is as sharp as yours.
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Checkout the #1 Adult Amateur Cam Site on the Web - www.campuscamgirls.com

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 07:45 AM

This video is good enough proof that it is fake. Very interesting.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cWxQpwcWEv4
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Join Date:

Location:
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Posts:

Mar 2013

Alabama

6'2 190 lbs

403

Rep Power: 18

Last edited by YungJoc; Yesterday at 06:03 AM.

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 07:56 AM

There's more. I recommend opening this image in a new window to be

viewed along side my analysis.

https://secure.flickr.com/photos/950...03/8664188128/

This image was taken by a third party photographer seconds after the

first explosion. There is clear evidence of false flag staging here. The

man in the red coat and baseball hat on the right is kneeling down

#4
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giving directions to the guy in the white T-shirt. Also looking to this pair

for direction are the woman sitting to the right and the man in a hood

and sunglasses who set up the double amputee prosthetics.

Notice the relaxed posture and face of the hooded man. Notice also the

calm prepared posture of the woman sitting down on the bottom right.

See how her shirt sleeve is severely torn, yet her skin underneath is

clean and clear of injury and blood. From where she's sitting look right

to the bottom right corner and you can see an unmarked bottle of fake

blood.

Look to the left and see the cowboy hat man standing there doing

nothing. This is the same man who will pretend to hold the tourniquet

of the fake amputee actor later on. Look to center of the photo and you

will see the african woman moving herself away from the amputee actor

since her shielding him from camera's job is over. Next to her is a

woman with red hair leaning on her elbow.

Compare this now with another photo taken seconds later. Putting them

side by side is very helpful.

http://www.kaotic.com/media/pictures...e49d7e146a.jpg

The man with the hood and sunglasses, who was just sitting up looking

fine and healthy after fixing up the amputee actor's prosthetics, is now

on his back being evaluated by two people. Notice the rips in his jeans

have no sign of blood or injury on the skin. The woman with red hair

however is in the exact same pose as a minute ago. Meanwhile the

double amputee actor is completely ignored by everyone when he is

clearly in the most dire need of attention. There is a small amount of

fake blood around him where the african lady shielding him used to be,

she has dissappeared. What happened to her? Compare this photo with

the first in my post.

Rep Power: 0
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http://www.kaotic.com/media/pictures...e90a76264c.jpg

The african woman who was sitting up, shielding the hooded man and

amputee actor's prosthetic rigging, giving hand signals, looking left and

right, having no visible blood or injuries, is now covered in blood and

strapped into a spine board stretcher.

In a real medical scenario the amuptee would receive immediate

treatment or die from bleed out. The fact this actor woman is removed

from the scene via stretcher while the double amputee is left on the

ground is ludacris. He would be dead from blood lose before they could

even begin spinal assessment procedures involved in moving a patient

to a stretched. Not to mention his blood lose would be over five liters,

enough to cover the entire scene around these people in a thick puddle.

From firsthand experience with trauma in the field of EMS work, this is

not real. These are actors. This is all staged.

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 08:04 AM

strong first 2 posts
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Join Date:

Location:

Age:

Stats:
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Dec 2012

cloud9

19

5'11 182lbs

489

Rep Power: 94

***CANNABIS CONNOISSEUR***

WKs negs on sight

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 08:07 AM

Lmao, they goofed pretty hard.

STRONG blood.

#6
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Crucify the insincere
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Join Date:
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Dec 2012
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5'10 175

2,394

Rep Power: 515

There is no coming to consciousness without pain. People will do anything, no

matter how absurd, in order to avoid facing their own soul. One does not become

enlightened by imagining figures of light, but by making the darkness

conscious-Jung

Education Is What Remains After One Has Forgotten What One Has Learned In

School/ I never came upon any of my discoveries through the process of rational

thinking-Einstein

If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency

and vibration/ Most certainly, some planets are not inhabited, but others are, and

among these there must exist life under all conditions and phases of

development- Nikola Tesla
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Enjoy fringe knowledge---> montalk.net

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 08:10 AM

strong everything
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Rep Power: 21

JoocyCuz 

Loading...

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 08:14 AM

I’d like to point out that the two kids supposedly got into a shootout

with dozens of police. One of the kids managed to fight his way out of

the situation and then escape. Were these kids highly trained military

commandos or something? The fact that one of them escaped just

#8

Join Date: Jan 2013

Fist-Of-Freedom 

Junior Member
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boggles my mind.

There’s just something not right about this story. We are being told that

a 19 year old pot smoking hippie magically transformed himself into

Jason Borne out the clear blue. I imagine that every cop in the state

responded to that shootout, yet the kid still managed to escape? How?

The story simply ends with the kid driving his SUV through a line of

police cruisers. Are we to believe that the police simply sat back and

watched him drive off into the sunset?

Supposedly they hijacked an SUV and told the diver that they were the

Boston bombers – which I find to be laughably ridiculous. If you were

them, would you announce yourself as the Boston bombers while

hijacking a car and then let the victim go on his merry way? Why would

you even announce your crimes at all? If they were really bloodthirsty

killers, why not just kill the SUV driver so there wouldn’t be any

witnesses? Obviously they intended to kill dozens of innocent people

with bombs, so what’s one more victim? Especially one more victim that

could finger your location and put the police on your trail!

The whole story just stinks, and it keeps getting stinkier.
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Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 08:16 AM

negged
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Join Date:
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Stats:
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5'10 198lbs

2,922

Rep Power: 306

Have another drink and drive yourself home

I hope there's ice on all the roads

\/\ My Workout Log /\/

*** 50 Posts Per Page Crew ***

[]=[]Actually Lifts Crew[]=[]

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 08:17 AM
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this is very surprising. I never really looked at any of the pictures, but I

can see exactly what you're talking about. Are we in one big movie?
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22

5'6 160
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** Kane Loved The B.B.C. Crew **

*BIG TEXT CREW*

I Hate DUY Crew

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 08:24 AM

http://www.gofundme.com/BucksforBauman
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Location:

Stats:

Posts:

Feb 2013

BiH

183cm 75kg

58

Rep Power: 5

Member

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 08:55 AM

I'm actually surprised you managed a post, usually seeing this sort of

stuff will elicit a negative response from someone not ready for it, but

to verbally equate this is interesting.
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There is no coming to consciousness without pain. People will do anything, no

matter how absurd, in order to avoid facing their own soul. One does not become

enlightened by imagining figures of light, but by making the darkness

conscious-Jung

Education Is What Remains After One Has Forgotten What One Has Learned In

School/ I never came upon any of my discoveries through the process of rational

thinking-Einstein

If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency

and vibration/ Most certainly, some planets are not inhabited, but others are, and

among these there must exist life under all conditions and phases of

development- Nikola Tesla

Enjoy fringe knowledge---> montalk.net

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 08:59 AM

You are a fucking embarrassment to these forums. Not to mention a

fucking moron.
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Member

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 09:03 AM
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theres nothing wrong with being skeptical in times of tragedy.

Join Date:
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Jan 2013
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39

Rep Power: 3
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Member

 Originally Posted by BertsGyno 

You are a fucking embarrassment to these forums. Not to mention a

fucking moron.

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 09:07 AM

What the fuck yo
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"An intelligent person does not need the promise of heaven to see the merit in

good deeds."

www.theswankybasement.com

__________________

* The High Life Crew *

++ Positive Crew ++

*NuMisc Android Crew*

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 09:16 AM

wut

This stuff is stupid, there's no conspiracy lol. Everytime anything bad

happens everyone thinks it's a fucking conspiracy I'm so sick of it. Yes,

nothing is real, the gov't just casts an illusion over all our eyes. There's

not even wars going on right now, all the soldiers are just a bunch of

actors. Like wut... this shit is the most illogical crazy thought up stuff

I've ever heard and if it wasn't for the internet I'd think it was just the

opinion of a few drugged out lunatics. What sounds more reasonable?

Something bad happened and people got killed or the gov't pulled off an

incredibly good act requiring thousands of people to perfectly play their

#16
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Stats:

Posts:
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5'10 198lbs
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ChaseThisLight 

God of Aesthetics

 Originally Posted by NVious 

I'm actually surprised you managed a post, usually seeing this sort

of stuff will elicit a negative response from someone not ready for it,

but to verbally equate this is interesting.
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parts and keep their mouths shut.... like it's not even a debate, it's a

matter of common sense.

Rep Power: 306

Have another drink and drive yourself home

I hope there's ice on all the roads

\/\ My Workout Log /\/

*** 50 Posts Per Page Crew ***

[]=[]Actually Lifts Crew[]=[]

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 09:18 AM
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Well the guy not bleeding like crazy after having his legs blown off

actually sounds kind of logical, don't you think so? Then again I know

nothing about wounds so it might be normal.

Rep Power: 241

 Originally Posted by ChaseThisLight 

wut

This stuff is stupid, there's no conspiracy lol. Everytime anything bad

happens everyone thinks it's a fucking conspiracy I'm so sick of it.

Yes, nothing is real, the gov't just casts an illusion over all our eyes.

There's not even wars going on right now, all the soldiers are just a

bunch of actors. Like wut... this shit is the most illogical crazy

thought up stuff I've ever heard and if it wasn't for the internet I'd

think it was just the opinion of a few drugged out lunatics. What

sounds more reasonable? Something bad happened and people got

killed or the gov't pulled off an incredibly good act requiring

thousands of people to perfectly play their parts and keep their

mouths shut.... like it's not even a debate, it's a matter of common

sense.

"An intelligent person does not need the promise of heaven to see the merit in

good deeds."

www.theswankybasement.com

__________________

* The High Life Crew *
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++ Positive Crew ++

*NuMisc Android Crew*

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 09:22 AM
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There could be a million explanations... it's a shitty picture it's hard to

even tell what's going on. C'mon that is no where near proof of a

conspiracy.

 Originally Posted by Profeyn 

Well the guy not bleeding like crazy after having his legs blown off

actually sounds kind of logical, don't you think so? Then again I

know nothing about wounds so it might be normal.

Have another drink and drive yourself home

I hope there's ice on all the roads

\/\ My Workout Log /\/

*** 50 Posts Per Page Crew ***

[]=[]Actually Lifts Crew[]=[]

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 09:25 AM

Either there is an arterial bleed for that fresh bright blood that never

oxidizes and the guy would be dead in minutes, but then why is there

#19
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Rep Power: 0

Fist-Of-Freedom 

Junior Member

 Originally Posted by Profeyn 

Well the guy not bleeding like crazy after having his legs blown off

actually sounds kind of logical, don't you think so? Then again I

know nothing about wounds so it might be normal.
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no blood on his hands and knees? Why is there no blood in the frame by

frame? Why does his hand skin color and lip color show good

circulation?

Because of the tourniquet you say? You mean THIS tourniquet?

http://www.kaotic.com/media/pictures...42b556ee65.jpg

This non-existant Hollywood joke of a tourniquet is stopping a double

leg amputation bleed out? ON A WHEELCHAIR LEGS NOT ELEVATED

none the less.

Speaking of wheeling him away, why in the world would you put a guy

who could tank at any second in a wheelchair? What a mess of a scene

where boo-boos get neck braces and gurneys and mortal wounds get

the parade route in a wheelchair...

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 09:28 AM

#20

NVious 

Crucify the insincere

 Originally Posted by ChaseThisLight 

wut

This stuff is stupid, there's no conspiracy lol. Everytime anything bad

happens everyone thinks it's a fucking conspiracy I'm so sick of it.

Yes, nothing is real, the gov't just casts an illusion over all our eyes.

There's not even wars going on right now, all the soldiers are just a

bunch of actors. Like wut... this shit is the most illogical crazy

thought up stuff I've ever heard and if it wasn't for the internet I'd

think it was just the opinion of a few drugged out lunatics. What
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So you're saying that you don't see anything abnormal about this

picture?

Join Date:

Age:

Stats:

Posts:

Dec 2012

21

5'10 175

2,394

Rep Power: 515

sounds more reasonable? Something bad happened and people got

killed or the gov't pulled off an incredibly good act requiring

thousands of people to perfectly play their parts and keep their

mouths shut.... like it's not even a debate, it's a matter of common

sense.

There is no coming to consciousness without pain. People will do anything, no

matter how absurd, in order to avoid facing their own soul. One does not become

enlightened by imagining figures of light, but by making the darkness
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conscious-Jung

Education Is What Remains After One Has Forgotten What One Has Learned In

School/ I never came upon any of my discoveries through the process of rational

thinking-Einstein

If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency

and vibration/ Most certainly, some planets are not inhabited, but others are, and

among these there must exist life under all conditions and phases of

development- Nikola Tesla

Enjoy fringe knowledge---> montalk.net

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 09:31 AM
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 Originally Posted by NVious 

So you're saying that you don't see anything abnormal about this

picture?
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Not particularly... what is it I'm supposed to be seeing?

Stats:

Posts:

5'10 198lbs

2,922

Rep Power: 306

Have another drink and drive yourself home

I hope there's ice on all the roads
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[]=[]Actually Lifts Crew[]=[]

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 09:35 AM
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 Originally Posted by ChaseThisLight 

wut
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stong mutha fukin this ^ (ct fletcher voice)

everytime something happens people look for how it can be portrayed a

conspiracy, why not just accept it. sick of this bullshit conspiracy crap.

NEGGED OP! fuck off back to 4chan

Join Date:

Location:

Age:

Stats:

Posts:

Apr 2013

Down unda'

18

5'8 150lbs

316

Rep Power: 76

This stuff is stupid, there's no conspiracy lol. Everytime anything bad

happens everyone thinks it's a fucking conspiracy I'm so sick of it.

Yes, nothing is real, the gov't just casts an illusion over all our eyes.

There's not even wars going on right now, all the soldiers are just a

bunch of actors. Like wut... this shit is the most illogical crazy

thought up stuff I've ever heard and if it wasn't for the internet I'd

think it was just the opinion of a few drugged out lunatics. What

sounds more reasonable? Something bad happened and people got

killed or the gov't pulled off an incredibly good act requiring

thousands of people to perfectly play their parts and keep their

mouths shut.... like it's not even a debate, it's a matter of common

sense.

*lost my job because I stole bread crew*

*needed food for bulk crew*

*brought kidney beans instead of baked beans for lunch by accident crew*

*shaved head crew*

*walking dead crew*

[]=[]Actually Lifts Crew[]=[]
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Bench Press - 90kg

Squat - 100kg

Deadlift - 120kg

Overhead Press - 65kg

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 09:43 AM

Well here's what I see:

-Two extremely relaxed "victims of an explosion"

-Blood is very light

-People are down, but no injuries are shown, their demeanor is very

chilled and no one is bleeding or showing signs of injury

#23
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2,394

Rep Power: 515

NVious 

Crucify the insincere

 Originally Posted by ChaseThisLight 

Not particularly... what is it I'm supposed to be seeing?

There is no coming to consciousness without pain. People will do anything, no

matter how absurd, in order to avoid facing their own soul. One does not become
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enlightened by imagining figures of light, but by making the darkness

conscious-Jung

Education Is What Remains After One Has Forgotten What One Has Learned In

School/ I never came upon any of my discoveries through the process of rational

thinking-Einstein

If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency

and vibration/ Most certainly, some planets are not inhabited, but others are, and

among these there must exist life under all conditions and phases of

development- Nikola Tesla

Enjoy fringe knowledge---> montalk.net

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 09:49 AM

possibly in shock, after an explosion don't you think it would take them

some time to realise what the fuck just happened, have you ever been

sucker punched out of the blue? they would just be mind fucked as to

what happened

have you ever seen that much blood, it doesn't oxidize that quickly.

#24

Join Date: Apr 2013

Rudice 

ChopperChallengeChampion

 Originally Posted by NVious 

Well here's what I see:

-Two extremely relaxed "victims of an explosion"

-Blood is very light

-People are down, but no injuries are shown, their demeanor is very

chilled and no one is bleeding or showing signs of injury
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you don't know how soon after the explosion the photo was taken, this

could be other peoples blood, they could have been moved away, their

wounds aren't visible from this photo.

there are so many answers for these pointless questions, dedicate your

time to something more useful. you're wasting your time, this isn't a

conspiracy. what would government achieve from this?

Location:

Age:

Stats:

Posts:

Down unda'

18

5'8 150lbs

316

Rep Power: 76

*lost my job because I stole bread crew*

*needed food for bulk crew*

*brought kidney beans instead of baked beans for lunch by accident crew*

*shaved head crew*

*walking dead crew*

[]=[]Actually Lifts Crew[]=[]

Bench Press - 90kg

Squat - 100kg

Deadlift - 120kg

Overhead Press - 65kg

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 09:49 AM
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Ok, I'll agree with you on these points, but this is just a snapshot. you

got no idea what was happening before or after this or the demeanor of

these peoples injuries. Maybe paramedics told them to stay in place

even though they weren't badly injured, hence the chill attitude? They

could also be somewhat in shock of everything that happened. Keep in

mind they're probably all very confused.

Join Date:

Age:

Stats:

Posts:

Jan 2013

22

5'10 198lbs

2,922

Rep Power: 306

ChaseThisLight 

God of Aesthetics

 Originally Posted by NVious 

Well here's what I see:

-Two extremely relaxed "victims of an explosion"

-Blood is very light

-People are down, but no injuries are shown, their demeanor is very

chilled and no one is bleeding or showing signs of injury

Have another drink and drive yourself home

I hope there's ice on all the roads

\/\ My Workout Log /\/

*** 50 Posts Per Page Crew ***

[]=[]Actually Lifts Crew[]=[]

Reply With Quote

04-20-2013, 09:52 AM
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NVious 
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You two are two flustered and emotionally invested to actually discuss

these things with.

Just remember, the Patriot Act has passed, the NDAA act has passed,

CISPA just passed today (another coincidence), the government

virtually declared martial law in Boston and went through people's

houses without warrants. Now repeat after me "America, land of the

free."

Join Date:

Age:

Stats:

Posts:

Dec 2012

21

5'10 175

2,394

Rep Power: 515

Crucify the insincere

 Originally Posted by Rudice 

possibly in shock, after an explosion don't you think it would take

them some time to realise what the fuck just happened, have you

ever been sucker punched out of the blue? they would just be mind

fucked as to what happened

have you ever seen that much blood, it doesn't oxidize that quickly.

you don't know how soon after the explosion the photo was taken,

this could be other peoples blood, they could have been moved

away, their wounds aren't visible from this photo.

there are so many answers for these pointless questions, dedicate

your time to something more useful. you're wasting your time, this

isn't a conspiracy. what would government achieve from this?

 Originally Posted by ChaseThisLight 
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Actually they don't look injured at all and clearly the bomb has just

went off seeing as you can see people running in the background, so

that begs the question where is the blood coming from?

Ok, I'll agree with you on these points, but this is just a snapshot.

you got no idea what was happening before or after this or the

demeanor of these peoples injuries. Maybe paramedics told them to

stay in place even though they weren't badly injured, hence the chill

attitude? They could also be somewhat in shock of everything that

happened. Keep in mind they're probably all very confused.

Last edited by NVious; 04-20-2013 at 09:53 AM.

There is no coming to consciousness without pain. People will do anything, no

matter how absurd, in order to avoid facing their own soul. One does not become

enlightened by imagining figures of light, but by making the darkness

conscious-Jung

Education Is What Remains After One Has Forgotten What One Has Learned In

School/ I never came upon any of my discoveries through the process of rational

thinking-Einstein

If you want to find the secrets of the universe, think in terms of energy, frequency

and vibration/ Most certainly, some planets are not inhabited, but others are, and

among these there must exist life under all conditions and phases of

development- Nikola Tesla

Enjoy fringe knowledge---> montalk.net
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ok I do think it was possible that this was an "inside job" which may or

may not entail staging this crap but some of the supporting reasons ITT

are retarded...
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lol..conspiracy theorists are the new retard
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ppl are already saying the government did this so cispa would pass lol

strong retards
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Wounds from an IED and this bomb was an IED, are cauterized usually

from the blast itself. Don't get me wrong you can and will bleed out but

for the most part its usually cauterized a little bit.
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« PROOF HUMANS START OUT AS REPTILIANS!

All times are GMT +10. The time now is 10:11 AM.

USMC Crew

NuMisc is da tata's

I actually lift Crew

I rep back and always rep my fellow military brahs
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